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Abstrat
We show that in order to aount for the repulsive Casimir eet in the parallel plate
geometry in terms of the quantum version of the Lorentz fore, virtual surfae densities of
magneti harge and urrents must be introdued. The quantum version of the Lorentz
fore expressed in terms of the orrelators of the eletri and the magneti elds for planar
geometries yields then orretly the Casimir pressure.
PACS: 11. 10. -z; 12. 20. -m
1 Introdution
Sine its predition by Casimir in 1948, the Casimir eet [1℄ has been the objet of an in-
reasing theoretial and experimental investigation. This is due to its growing reognition as
a fundamental feature of quantum eld theory and also to its importane in elementary parti-
le physis, osmology and ondensed matter physis as well as its pratial and deisive role
in nanotehnology. For an introdution to this remarkable eet, see for example [2℄; for an
updated review of the reent researh and appliations see [3℄ and referenes therein.
Even in simple examples the Casimir interation an exhibit surprising features. Some time
ago Gonzales [4℄, among other things, orretly pointed out that an alternative omputation
of the Casimir fore between two perfetly onduting plates an be arried out starting from
the onsideration of the Lorentz fore ating on the plates. The reason is that in the ontext
this is the only fore that ould at on a metalli plate and therefore one should be able to
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obtain Casimir's result from this physial fat. Here we will develop further this point of view
and onsider its onsequenes when applied to Boyer's variant of the standard Casimir eet
in whih one of the onduting plates is replaed by a magnetially permeable one [5℄. We will
show that when applied to this partiular ase, Gonzales' oneption of the Casimir interation
leads to the introdution of virtual magneti harges and urrents.
2 The standard Casimir eet
In order to state learly our point of view we begin by onsidering the standard experimental
setup proposed by Casimir whih onsists of two innite perfetly onduting parallel plates
kept at a xed distane a from eah other. We will hoose the oordinates axis in suh a way
that the OZ diretion is perpendiular to the plates. One of the plates will be plaed at z = 0
and the other one at z = a. Classialy, the Lorentz fore per unit area on, say, the onduting
plate at z = a is given by
~fe =
1
2
σe ~E +
1
2c
~Ke × ~B, (1)
where σe is the eletri harge density and ~Ke is the eletri urrent surfae density. The
boundary onditions on the eletri and the magneti elds on the plate are: the tangential
omponents Ex and Ey of the eletri eld and the normal omponent Bz of the magneti eld
must be zero on the plate. Under the boundary onditions imposed on the eld at z = a,
however, it is easily seen that the resultant lassial Lorentz fore is perpendiular to the
onduting plate. We expet the quantum version of Eq. (1) to show the same feature and
ultimately to be the soure of the Casimir pressure between the two onduting plates. The
eletri harge and urrent densities on the onduting plate are related to the elds through
nˆ · ~E = 4πσe, (2)
nˆ× ~B =
4π
c
~Ke, (3)
where nˆ is the normal to the plate under onsideration. The quantum version of Eq. (1) reads〈
~fe
〉
0
=
1
8π
〈
~E2 − ~B2
〉
0
nˆ, (4)
and an be obtained by ombining the vauum expetation value of Eqs. (1), (2), and (3). In
order to proeed  from now on we depart from Ref. [4℄  we need to evaluate the vauum expe-
tation value of the quantum operators Ei (~r, t)Ej (~r, t), Bi (~r, t)Bj (~r, t) , and Ei (~r, t)Bj (~r, t).
The evaluation of these orrelators depends on the spei hoie of the boundary onditions.
A regularisation reipe is also neessary, for these objets are mathematially ill-dened. Regu-
larisation reipes vary from the relatively simple uto method employed by Casimir himself [1℄
to the sophistiated and mathematial elegant generalised zeta funtion tehniques, see Refs.
[6℄ for an introdution to these tehniques. Here we will make use of the results and send the
reader to the relevant referenes. The eletri eld orrelators for a pair of perfetly onduting
plates are given by [9, 10, 11, 13℄
〈Ei(~r, t)Ej(~r, t)〉0 =
(π
a
)4 2
3π
[(
−δ‖ + δ⊥
)
ij
120
+ δijF (ξ)
]
(5)
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The funtion F (ξ) with ξ := πz/a is dened by
F (ξ) := −
1
8
d3
dξ3
1
2
cot (ξ) , (6)
and its expansion about ξ = ξ0 is given by
F (ξ) ≈
3
8
(ξ − ξ0)
−4 +
1
120
+O [(ξ − ξ0)]
2 . (7)
Notie that due to the behavior of F (ξ) near ξ0 = 0, π, strong divergenes ontrol the behavior
of the orrelators near the plates. The orresponding magneti eld orrelators are
〈Bi(~r, t)Bj(~r, t)〉0 =
(π
a
)4 2
3π
[(
−δ‖ + δ⊥
)
ij
120
− δijF (ξ)
]
. (8)
A diret evaluation also shows that the orrelators< Ei(~r, t)Bj(~r, t)〉0 are zero. For alulational
purposes it is onvenient to onsider a third onduting plate plaed perpendiularly to the OZ
axis at z = ℓ. Consider the plate at z = a. The Lorentz fore per unit area on its left side
(nˆ = −zˆ) reads 〈
fLz
〉
0
= −
1
8π
〈
~E2 − ~B2
〉
0
≈ −
3
16π2 (z − a)4
−
π2
240 a4
, (9)
where we have also made use of Eq. (7). On the other hand, after simple modiations in Eqs.
(5), (8) and (7) the Lorentz fore on the right side of the plate (nˆ = zˆ) reads
〈
fRz
〉
0
=
1
8π
〈
~E2 − ~B2
〉
0
≈
3
16π2 (z − a)4
+
π2
240 (ℓ− a)4
. (10)
Adding the fores on both sides of the plate and setting ℓ→∞ we obtain the well known result
〈fz〉0 =
〈
fRz
〉
0
+
〈
fRz
〉
0
= −
π2
240 a4
. (11)
The minus sign means that the probe plate at z = a is attrated towards the other one at the
origin.
3 The repulsive version of the standard Casimir eet
Let us now onsider an alternative setup to the standard one in whih a perfetly onduting
plate is plaed at z = 0 and perfetly permeable one is plaed at z = a. This setup was
analysed for the rst time by Boyer in the ontext of stohasti eletrodynamis [5℄, a kind of
lassial eletrodynamis that inludes the zero-point eletromagneti radiation, and leads to
the simplest example of a repulsive Casimir interation. For alternative evaluations see Refs.
[7, 8℄. The boundary onditions now are: (a) the tangential omponents Ex and Ey of the
eletri eld as well as the normal omponent Bz of the magneti eld must vanish on the
surfae of the plate at z = 0; (b) the tangential omponents of Bx e By of the magneti eld
as well as normal onponent Ez of the eletri eld must vanish on the surfae of the plate at
3
z = a. From the lassial point of view the perfetly permeably plate at z = a poses a problem
when we apply Eq. (1) to it. This is so beause due to the boundary onditions this time the
Lorentz fore on either side of the plate is parallel to the permeable plate and therefore the
resultant Lorentz fore will be also parallel to the plate. This is a puzzling feature if we wish
to desribe the Casimir interation beteween the plates through the Lorentz fore. Things an
be mended, however, if we allow for a virtual surfae magneti harge density σm and a virtual
magneti harge urrent surfae density
~Km. In this ase the modied Lorentz fore per unit
area on the permeable plate reads
~fm =
1
2
σm ~B −
1
2c
~Km × ~E. (12)
The harge and urrent surfae densities are related to the elds through
nˆ · ~B = 4πσm, (13)
nˆ× ~E = −
4π
c
~Km. (14)
It is easily seen that the modied Lorentz fore given by Eq. (12) ombined with the boundary
onditions on the permeable plate yields on either side of the plate a fore perpendiular to the
plate as it must be. Proeeding as above we now have〈
~fm
〉
0
=
1
8π
〈
~B2 − ~E2
〉
0
nˆ (15)
For Boyer's setup the relevant orrelators were evaluated in Refs. [12, 13℄. The results are
〈Ei (~r, t)Ej (~r, t)〉0 =
(π
a
)4 2
3π
[(
−
7
8
) (−δ‖ + δ⊥)
ij
120
+ δij G (ξ)
]
, (16)
〈Bi (~r, t)Bj (~r, t)〉0 =
(π
a
)4 2
3π
[(
−
7
8
) (
−δ‖ + δ⊥
)
ij
120
− δij G (ξ)
]
, (17)
where
G (ξ) = −
1
8
d3
dξ3
1
2 sin (ξ)
. (18)
Near ξ = 0 the funtion G (ξ) behaves as
G (ξ) =
3
8
ξ−4 −
7
8
1
120
+O
(
ξ2
)
, (19)
but near ξ = π its behavior is slightly dierent
G (ξ) = −
3
8
(ξ − π)−4 +
7
8
1
120
+O
[
(ξ − π)2
]
. (20)
Again, a diret alulation shows that 〈Ei (~r, t)Bj (~r, t)〉0 = 0 for this ase also.
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To obtain the Casimir fore it is onvenient to replae the third plate at z = ℓ for a permeable
one. It is not hard to see that if we do so we an use Eqs. (5) and (8) in the region between
the two permeables plates with small modiations. The fore on the left side (nˆ = −zˆ) of the
permeable plate at z = a then reads
〈
fLm,z
〉
0
= −
3
16π2 (z − a)4
+
7
8
×
π2
240 a4
, (21)
and the fore on the right side is
〈
fRm,z
〉
0
=≈
3
16π2 (z − a)4
+
π2
240 (ℓ− a)4
. (22)
As before we add the fores on eah side and set ℓ →∞ to obtain the repulsive Casimir fore
per unit area
〈fm,z〉0 =
〈
fLm,z
〉
0
+
〈
fRm,z
〉
0
=
7
8
×
π2
240 a4
, (23)
in agreement with Boyer [5℄. Notie that this time the fore per unit area is repulsive. Notie
also that in both ases the divergent piees anel out; these anellations yield nite Casimir
energies [9, 11, 12, 13℄.
4 Conlusions
As we an see the introdution of virtual magneti harges and urrents an aount for Boyer's
variant of the Casimir eet in terms of the quantum version of the Lorentz fore. Of ourse,
for other geometries and boundary onditions, for example a perfetly onduting ube, the
Casimir fore an be repulsive and aountable for by the usual virtual eletri harges and
urrents. On the other hand, it is plausible to state that whenever we have an ideal magnetially
permeable wall as one of the onning surfaes a qualitative analysis of the interation between
the zero point eletromagneti elds and this onning surfae, whih is modelled by appropriate
boundary onditions, will show the need of introduing virtual magneti harges and urrents.
The introdution of these harges and urrents avoids the need of onstruting a model of the
Casimir interation based on an appropriate distribution of amperian urrents, a onsiderably
harder task.
As a nal remark we observe that in the framework of the usual avity QED, the result
given by Eq. (23) is obtained by rst evaluating the onned vauum renormalized energy
and followed by a variation of the volume of the onning region. It an be easily shown,
however, that in terms of partition funtions and free energies, Boyer's setup is mathematially
equivalent to the dierene between two standard setups, one with the distane between the
plates equal to 2a and the other one with the distane between the plates equal to a, see Ref.
[7℄. This an be also easily proved for the Casimir pressure at zero and nite temperature.
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